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. deactivated. but when i tried to update my samsung tool it said its not supported by samsung. but when i downloaded the same software for my phone, it was working. help me. thanks Navigation We were also unable to downgrade the software. Can you tell me the model of your phone and the software you had to download before? I have htc one m8 phone and i downloaded 1.5.0.1 hwk but i cant
downgrade it to 1.4.1.1 Re: Downgrade htc one m8 to 1.4.1.1 You could try downloading the standalone (zip) file and extracting it into the proper directory, then run the setup in a command prompt window. Follow the prompts, then restart your phone and it should boot into the standard build environment. all the softwares you shared work fine.. and the link you shared for other phone (i5 build) is not
working on my phone (i6 build) I think you misspelled the model name. for example on my phone i have htc one m8 nd it running on build.here the link for the software you shared is working for m8 and they have not yet updated the guide for i6 build. I have a different phone (came with factory reflashed I think) and I downloaded the software from the link provided by you. When I run the setup, it
says that the software can only be used with phones built on a version newer than 1.5.0.1. If you could tell me your exact model number, I will make sure to test on that model and let you know. Hi guys. When I try the walkthrough from @Sarasoft there are several steps that need to be done. Some of the steps seem to be irrelevant and some steps aren't explained. Here are my steps which seems to be
working fine. 1. Download the software from Android-Developer. 2. Go to the directory of the software and extract the downloaded file. 3. Reboot and allow the phone 82157476af
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